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How KPMG can help
KPMG firms help clients transform their business service delivery to realize
improved value, increased agility, and sustainable business performance.
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services, outsourcing, risk, transactions, tax, and compliance.
If your organization is seeking innovative ways to achieve genuine business
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Advisory can help. For more information, there is no better place to start
than by accessing our research and thought leadership on the KPMG Shared
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Top 2018 Trend:
Intelligent automation goes from
hype to business transformation
KPMG Global Insights Pulse surveys are a
quarterly review of Global Business Services
(GBS), Intelligent Automation (IA), and related
service delivery market trends. Input and
individual observations are gathered from
KPMG’s global network of professionals in our
Sourcing Advisory, Financial Management,
Technology, Human Resources, Customer
& Operations, and other practice areas,
backed by KPMG market research.

Even just a few years ago, IA was
perhaps more an idea than reality.
Now, Global Business Services
(GBS) can help organizations
take better advantage of IA
technology to transform their
business and operating models.

Bob Cecil
Principal,
Shared Services & Outsourcing Advisory
KPMG in the United States
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Survey highlights
Adoption and exploitation of solutions—including digital labor,
robotics process automation (RPA), artificial intelligence (AI),
machine learning (ML), and other innovative technologies
such as data and analytics (D&A)—are clearly the top
positive trends and initiatives for 2018 and beyond. But
many negative trends and organizational challenges cited
in previous years will often impede these initiatives.
Cutting costs is once again cited as the top initiative by
organizations. However, leading organizations will not
limit their IA usage to merely cutting costs. They will also
leverage IA to help drive digital transformation efforts that
can change their entire operational and business model
while also addressing other challenges such as talent
shortages. The paradox is that IA initiatives themselves
can be impeded by a lack of talent in the organization.
Now is the ideal time for organizations to aggressively
adopt IA solutions, backed by full management buyin. Accordingly, key challenges to initiatives must be
addressed, including dysfunctional management and
operating models, inadequate supporting IT systems,
and the lack of skilled talent and IA talent in particular.
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The positive and negative impacts of IA on the whitecollar workforce must be clearly understood and managed
by businesses. However, weaknesses in change
management capabilities and dysfunctional management
practices will make this easier said than done.
The use of bots and RPA will accelerate and become
mainstream in scale across a growing number of
organizations in 2018, especially forward-thinking and
digital-native firms. RPA in itself, however, is primarily
a cost-cutting tool. Those organizations that consider
themselves as competitive IA players based only on
their aggressive RPA efforts are fooling themselves.
Widespread deployment of IA (especially AI and
ML) will remain a rarity in mainstream and legacy
organizations. But all organizations must gain the right
IA tools and expertise. They also need to understand
where each IA component is most applicable, whether
individually or in concert with other components.
While 2018 will be the year of IA, organizations that do
not adequately leverage transformation opportunities
with IA will reduce their competitive advantage and
become laggards rather than leaders in their industry.
IA has been compared to other transformational
technologies, such as e-commerce, but the difference
with IA is that the split between leaders and laggards will
widen much faster and the losers fall much quicker.
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Changing trends for 2018
Despite its power as a technological
change agent, AI alone cannot deliver
your strategic endgame. To succeed,
you have to holistically address all
aspects of a major transformation
initiative—not only the technology,
but also your people, processes,
target operating model, change
management, and governance.

David J. Brown
Principal and Global Lead,
Shared Services & Outsourcing Advisory
KPMG in the United States

The growing presence of IA in 2018 as a market game changer must be
understood within the context of the top negative and positive trends
for 2018. Geopolitical, economic, and technological uncertainties in the
global business environment have been a hallmark of the past year and
will remain so in 2018 and 2019. Protectionism, nationalism, and funding
limits may also impede the number and volume of M&A efforts.
On the other hand, almost 70 percent of respondents cite IA and
digital labor as a positive trend, followed closely by the benefits of
innovative technology such as automation, cloud, and D&A. We should
also note that concerns about a weak global or regional economy are
much less than in 2016, though this varies by region and country.
It is important to view both negative and positive trends in the context of
one another. Negative trends tend to drive positive trends. For example,
talent shortages and protectionism are part of the business drivers behind
IA. Solutions based on IA such as RPA can help alleviate talent shortages
by automating work and lessening the need for human resources, including
offshore labor. Similarly, AI and D&A can infuse greater intelligence into
business operations, whether automated or not, and help extend the
capabilities of workers. However, challenges remain in finding, training,
and keeping the right talent to support these technologies and efforts.
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Top
Top2018
2018trends
trendswith
withbiggest
biggest
negative
negativeimpact
impacton
onuser
userorganizations
organizations
Talent shortages/talent
management challenges

55%

Trade protectionism;
deglobalization; economic populism

36%

Restrictive environment
(e.g., protectionism/nationalism, regulatory,
limits to access to funding) for M&A efforts

32%*
31%

Political/government gridlock
Emerging market and/or
nontraditional competitors
Trump administration
Brexit, break-up of the Eurozone; ongoing EU
economic weaknesses and debt problems

27%
25%
23%

Geopolitical event; terrorism; war on
terror, ISIS, potential North Korea,
Russia, and/or China conflicts

20%

Weak consumer/customer demand

19%

Excessive/stifling regulatory
and compliance requirements

Top
2018
trends
with
biggest
Top
2018
trends
with
biggest
positive
impact
onon
user
organizations
positive
impact
user
organizations
62%
*

Positive impact of intelligent
automation/digital labor
Maturation of/greater access
to innovative technologies
(e.g., automation, cloud, D&A)

56%

Improving consumer/
customer demand

42%

Improving/rebounding
global economic conditions

32%

Expanding emerging
market opportunities for
selling goods/services

28%

The ability to tap into
skilled global talent pools

24%

New, more business-friendly
governments and administrations

17%

Supportive environment for M&A

16%*

19%

Weak global/regional economies

18%

Negative/disruptive impact of
intelligent automation/digital labor

17%

Improving Eurozone
conditions and stability

13%

Continued trade
liberalism; globalization

13%

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Top
2018 trends
trends with
with biggest
biggest negative
negative impact
impact on
on user
user organizations
organizations –– multiyear
multiyear comparison
comparison
Top 2018
55%

Talent shortages/talent
management challenges

36%

Trade protectionism; deglobalization;
economic populism
Restrictive environment
(e.g., protectionism/nationalism, regulatory,
limits to access to funding) for M&A efforts

32%*
31%

Political/government gridlock

27%

Emerging market and/or
nontraditional competitors

25%

Trump administration

23%

Brexit, break-up of the Eurozone; ongoing EU
economic weaknesses and debt problems

20%

Geopolitical event; terrorism; war on terror, ISIS,
potential North Korea, Russia, and/or China conflicts

19%

Weak consumer/customer demand

19%

Excessive/stifling regulatory
and compliance requirements

18%

Weak global/regional economies

17%

Negative/disruptive impact of
intelligent automation/digital labor

2017
2016
2015

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Top
2018 trends
trends with
with biggest
biggest positive
positive impact
impact on
on user
user organizations
organizations –– multiyear
multiyear comparison
comparison
Top 2018
62%*

Positive impact of intelligent
automation/digital labor
Maturation of/greater access to
innovative technologies
(e.g., automation, cloud, D&A)

56%
42%

Improving consumer/
customer demand

32%

Improving/rebounding
global economic conditions

28%

Expanding emerging market
opportunities for selling goods/services

24%

The ability to tap into skilled global talent pools

17%

New, more business-friendly
governments and administrations

16%*

Supportive environment for M&A

13%

Improving Eurozone conditions and stability

2017
2016

13%

Continued trade liberalism; globalization

2015

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Key initiatives
Cost cutting and IT investments in areas such as IA and D&A have
remained top initiatives for organizations in 2018. Leading organizations
this year, however, will also place greater emphasis on using
these technologies to deliver benefits beyond cost savings.
In addition, core business processes will be redesigned, though not at the
pace seen in recent years. In some cases, this is because an organization
might consider IA technologies as an alternative to extensive process redesign
efforts. This is largely a mistaken assumption. Certainly IA technologies,
especially RPA, can serve as a short-term means to address under-optimized
processes. However, IA can also be used to automate inefficient processes
and eliminate unnecessary work through process redesign. Organizations
should therefore prioritize their ongoing process analysis and redesign efforts,
continually tweaking automation to help ensure that their core business
processes stay in alignment with the business requirements they support.

8

Top 2018 organizational initiatives – multiyear comparison
Top 2018 organizational initiatives – multiyear comparison
64%

Continue to drive down operating costs

49%

Invest in new/improved traditional and emerging IT

45%*

Invest more in robotics process automation

40%*

Optimize processes and functions
to best exploit automation efforts

36%

Optimize global service
delivery channels; excel at GBS
Redesign/re-engineer
core business processes

36%

Invest more in artificial
intelligence/cognitive computing

26%*

Deliver new/innovative products/services
into the market; increase/improve R&D

26%
25%

Find, attract, and retain talent globally
Bring outsourced work back in-house;
swap digital labor for outsourced services

2017
2016

22%

2015

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Challenges and ways
to address them
While European businesses are facing
challenges with Brexit and other
political and economic uncertainties,
digital technologies are providing
them with more opportunities than
ever before. This is particularly true
in central and eastern Europe, where
organizations are tapping them to
push their growth up the value chain.

Jo Page
Principal and Global Business Services Lead
KPMG in the United Kingdom

Whether considering IA, blockchain, or bringing outsourced work back
home, organizations need to fully understand market hype as opposed
to market reality. This gets harder every year. New technologies,
business practices, and business trends all have their advocates and
vested interests, with organizations sometimes willing to take positions
based on wishful thinking rather than market or technical realities.
For example, strong cybersecurity capabilities was considered by
respondents as both highly hyped and very real. In this case, the reality
is the mission-critical importance of solid cybersecurity capabilities; the
hype is saying that most organizations are not there yet. Separating hype
from reality is difficult and hard work, but it is a skill that organizations
must master—and one that will remain a challenge to master.
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Top
Topchallenges
challengesto
tosuccessfully
successfully
undertaking
2018
undertaking 2018initiatives
initiatives

Top capabilities
required
to
Top capabilities
required
to successfully
successfully
undertake
2018
initiatives
undertake 2018 initiatives

Dysfunctional/fragmented
organizational/operating
models, designs and processes

65%

Inadequate/antiquated IT
infrastructure and systems

60%

Lack of adequate and skilled talent;
inability to attract and retain talent

57%

Inadequate change management
and governance capabilities

46%

Smart/innovative management
and management practices

Process automation –
basic and enhanced RPA

45%

Alternative service delivery models such
as shared services, outsourcing and GBS

45%

42%

The ability to find, attract
and retain talent globally

Inability to innovate

41%

BI/harnessing "big data",
data and analytics overall

35%
31%
*

Cybersecurity challenges and threats

Inadequate IT suppliers
in emerging areas
Competitive pressures from new/
emerging market competitors

16%
12%

50%

IT systems and capabilities

Inadequate management/
board skills and capabilities

Inadequate/fragmented
GBS capabilities

56%

43%
38%

Strong global governance
policies and procedures
Solid cybersecurity strategies
and operational plans and,
adequate resources to support
Cognitive computing automation
including AI and machine learning

Research and development capabilities

30%
27%
*
21%
19%

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Top
challenges to
to successfully
successfully undertaking
undertaking 2018
2018 initiatives
initiatives –– multiyear
multiyear comparison
comparison
Top challenges
65%

Dysfunctional/fragmented organizational/
operating models, designs, and processes

60%

Inadequate/antiquated IT
infrastructure and systems

57%

Lack of adequate and skilled talent;
inability to attract and retain talent

46%

Inadequate change management
and governance capabilities

42%

Inadequate management/board
skills and capabilities

41%

Inability to innovate

35%

Inadequate/fragmented GBS capabilities

31%*

Cybersecurity challenges and threats

16%

Inadequate IT suppliers in emerging areas

12%

Competitive pressures from
new/emerging market competitors

2017
2016
2015

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Top
capabilities required
required to
to successfully
successfully undertake
undertake 2018
2018 initiatives
initiatives –– multiyear
multiyear comparison
comparison
Top capabilities
56%

Smart/innovative management
and management practices

50%

IT systems and capabilities

45%

Process automation – basic and enhanced RPA

45%

Alternative service delivery models such
as shared services, outsourcing, and GBS

43%

The ability to find, attract, and retain talent globally

38%

BI/harnessing "big data," data and analytics overall

30%

Strong global governance policies and procedures

27%*

Solid cybersecurity strategies and operational
plans, and adequate resources to support

21%

Cognitive computing automation
including AI and machine learning

2017
2016

19%

Research and development capabilities

2015

* Dark blue indicates a category for which there is no prior years’ data
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Longer-term prospects
Looking toward 2019, most respondents see continued improvement in
national economies, although this outlook is tempered by expectations
that the regulatory burden on businesses, political gridlock, and
related issues will continue to be a serious problem, especially in the
United States. The positive trend of economic improvement and the
negative trend of the impact of over-regulation vary widely by market
and country, the latter often impeding the former, but highlight that
macroeconomic and government practices will increasingly influence
organizations as they try to become or remain market leaders.
In addition, cyberattacks are also considered to be a significant
and growing threat by 65 percent of respondents. Unfortunately,
cybersecurity is a cross-border challenge and one that most nationstates and organizations have not yet adequately addressed.
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Change in market conditions: 2018-2019
Change in market conditions: 2018–2019
Worsen

Stay the Same

Improve

53%

34%

National economic growth

13%

Regulatory burden on business/cost of regulation

33%

Commodity prices

24%

Level of regional/global free trade/movement of goods/services

30%

Cybersecurity threats

65%

Cost/accessibility of quality education

27%

Sovereign debt

24%

Quality/accessibility of healthcare

30%

Cost of healthcare

56%

Geopolitical threats

37%

54%

9%

Pollution/environmental quality of life

37%

56%

8%

Cost of living/inflation

38%

55%

7%

Interstate political/military rivalry, threat of war

27%

Political gridlock, partisan politics

46%

Crime levels/civil stability

23%

Socioeconomic unrest, populism, negative ethic/race relations

43%

46%

21%

61%

15%

57%

14%
23%

62%

12%
11%

64%

11%

62%

9%
36%

9%

5%

68%
50%

4%
4%

73%
54%

4%

Note: Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding
Source: 4th Quarter 2017 KPMG Global Insights Pulse Survey
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Actions to consider
Understand that IA
technologies and
solutions go well
beyond cost savings.

They can impact the overall operational and business
model of the organization to its benefit or detriment.
Organizations must take a holistic approach to IA
that involves target operating models, governance,
change management, people, and technologies.

Do not fixate too much
on the IA endgame.

Do not fixate too much on the IA endgame while
neglecting the impediments and challenges that
must be overcome to get there. The competition
is already planning for what comes next.

Continue to prioritize
ongoing process
analysis and redesign.

Help ensure that unnecessary work is eliminated
rather than simply automated and that automated
processes continue to meet business requirements.

Enhance and extend
governance models
and operations.

Enhance and extend governance models and
operations for service delivery to account for
increased use of IA, whether these services
are delivered internally or externally.
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Remember that simply
implementing IA
technologies, even if done
well and expediently, is
only the starting point.

To fully exploit IA’s potential benefits, organizations
must change their operating models and hire
resources with the intelligence, innovativeness, and
expertise to determine what to do with IA. Only
then can the organization become transformational
while also addressing critical requirements such
as change management and IA governance.

Do not neglect other
critical requirements to
remain competitive.

While IA is 2018’s proverbial “new shiny object”, do
not neglect other critical requirements to remain
competitive. This includes jettisoning dysfunctional
management, fixing inadequate operations and
processes, a better understanding of customers
and the competition, and determining what to
do with insights generated from IA efforts.

Do not become too
inwardly focused
on IA efforts.

Even if an organization is at the head of the IA class,
geopolitical stress, an ever-changing regulatory
environment, socioeconomic changes, and other
external developments can have unintended
influences on the outcome of any IA initiative.
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